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Abstract: Movie and TV subtitles are frequently employed in natural language processing (NLP)
applications, but there are limited Japanese-Chinese bilingual corpora accessible as a dataset to train
neural machine translation (NMT) models. In our previous study, we effectively constructed a corpus
of a considerable size containing bilingual text data in both Japanese and Chinese by collecting
subtitle text data from websites that host movies and television series. The unsatisfactory translation
performance of the initial corpus, Web-Crawled Corpus of Japanese and Chinese (WCC-JC 1.0), was
predominantly caused by the limited number of sentence pairs. To address this shortcoming, we
thoroughly analyzed the issues associated with the construction of WCC-JC 1.0 and constructed the
WCC-JC 2.0 corpus by first collecting subtitle data from movie and TV series websites. Then, we
manually aligned a large number of high-quality sentence pairs. Our efforts resulted in a new corpus
that includes about 1.4 million sentence pairs, an 87% increase compared with WCC-JC 1.0. As a
result, WCC-JC 2.0 is now among the largest publicly available Japanese-Chinese bilingual corpora
in the world. To assess the performance of WCC-JC 2.0, we calculated the BLEU scores relative to
other comparative corpora and performed manual evaluations of the translation results generated by
translation models trained on WCC-JC 2.0. We provide WCC-JC 2.0 as a free download for research
purposes only.

Keywords: Japanese-Chinese parallel corpus; neural machine translation; construction of the parallel
corpus; manually aligned corpus

1. Introduction

The Belt and Road Initiative encompasses a wide array of countries, populations,
and linguistic diversity, encompassing exchanges across multiple technical, cultural, and
economic domains. As neighboring countries and key players within the Belt and Road
strategy, China and Japan play a crucial role in this endeavor. In 2017, the Japan Research
Center for the Belt and Road was established in Tokyo by a group of Japanese scholars.
The two countries are significant trading partners; Japan is currently China’s second
biggest trading partner, while China is Japan’s largest trading partner. As language is the
communication link of cultural and industrial cooperation, the language barrier remains a
challenge to enhancing communication between the two countries.

Particularly with the emergence of neural machine translation (NMT) as the leading
framework for translation applications, the field of natural language processing (NLP)
has undergone substantial advancements. Despite the similarities between Chinese and
Japanese, the machine translation of these languages still lacks practical application, and
the accuracy of the results is inadequate for practical use.

In recent times, the accelerated advancement of deep learning has been predominantly
centered around technological development but with less emphasis on the underlying data
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class. However, data are the cornerstone of deep learning, and without adequate data, even
the most advanced technology is just castles in the air.

Linguistic researchers have recognized the significance of corpus processing methods
and means. While spoken corpora are the ideal object of linguistic research, they have
not yet been given sufficient attention. The current ad hoc approach to including spoken
corpora in a corpus highlights the need for a dedicated Japanese-Chinese spoken language
corpus for the exploration of Japanese-Chinese NMT systems in academic research.

The creation of a Japanese-Chinese spoken language corpus will generate substantial
interest among researchers of Japanese-Chinese NMT, promoting advancements in the field
and providing crucial information and experience for bilingual information processing
and subsequent research. The objective of this research pursuit is to address the language
barrier in Japanese-Chinese communication and improve mutual understanding.

In the present study, our overarching objective is to advance Japanese-Chinese NMT
by constructing a Japanese-Chinese spoken language corpus. In our previous study, we
collected approximately 753,000 Japanese-Chinese sentence pairs from the Web and created
the Web-Crawled Corpus of Japanese and Chinese (WCC-JC 1.0) [1]. However, the results
of translation tests and manual evaluations indicated that WCC-JC 1.0 was inferior in
quantity and quality compared with other corpora. To address these shortcomings, we
carefully analyzed the limitations of WCC-JC 1.0 and applied extensive manual alignment
efforts to the collected corpus texts. As a result, WCC-JC 2.0, now the world’s largest free
Japanese-Chinese bilingual corpus, was created with approximately 1.4 million sentence
pairs ( an 87% increase in the aggregate number of sentences). The improved translation
test results and manual evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness of WCC-JC 2.0 compared
with its predecessor WCC-JC 1.0.

The subsequent parts of this article are logically outlined as follows. We will present
related works in Section 2, describe the construction of WCC-JC 2.0 in Section 3, report
the experimental framework and results in Section 4, discuss the legality of WCC-JC 2.0
in Section 5, and conclude by expounding on the scholarly contributions and charting the
course for future research endeavors in Section 6.

2. Related Works

The limitations of early English word frequency dictionaries have been subject to
extensive scholarly discourse in the existing body of literature. In a study by Leech et al.,
the authors recognized the limitations in terms of sample size and breadth of early English
word frequency dictionaries [2]. To overcome these limitations, the authors investigated
the written and spoken English found in the British National Corpus, culminating in the
development of frequency dictionaries for the major languages spoken worldwide.

Contrary to other areas of linguistics, forensic linguistics research remains entrenched
in traditional, intuition-driven, and retrospective methodologies. Ting, in his study, com-
bined the features of parallel corpora and current forensic linguistics to examine the
potential of applying parallel corpora to forensic linguistics. He explored this concept from
six different perspectives [3].

Tiedemann presented a dictionary-based strategy that leveraged automatic word align-
ment to enhance the alignment quality compared with the synonym-based approach [4].
By adopting this approach, the quality of alignment during the construction of a parallel
corpus that uses translated subtitles is significantly enhanced.

From a linguistic perspective, spoken corpora are deemed to be the primary objects of
research. However, to date, such corpora remain scarce. The determination of content is also
a crucial consideration when constructing a spoken corpus. Cermák successfully tackled
this challenge by transforming the pivotal dissimilarities between spoken and written texts
into pragmatic parameters, thereby facilitating the creation of a spoken corpus [5].

Aziz et al. proposed a novel approach to subtitle translation and assessed its efficacy
through the implementation of two strategies for translating and compressing subtitles
from English to Portuguese [6]. The results of the experiments revealed that fine-tuning
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the model parameters in the translation system can lead to improvements over an un-
constrained baseline. Furthermore, the final translation quality can be further enhanced
by incorporating specific model components that guide the translation process. In this
investigation, the translation quality was meticulously evaluated through the process of
human post-editing.

Wang et al. undertook a research investigation on the refinement of word segmen-
tation in machine translation using a corpus with word alignments that were manually
annotated [7]. The corpus was annotated to align words to the smallest translation unit.
The findings of the study shed light on the effectiveness of utilizing a word alignment
corpus with manual annotations to improve word segmentation in machine translation.

Adolphs et al. explored the area of spoken language corpus linguistics, analyzing both
monomodal and multimodal spoken language corpora [8]. They explored the obstacles
faced during the design, development, and application of spoken language corpora. The
authors emphasized the importance of spoken language corpora in revealing unique
patterns of language use, which has significant implications for both the description of
language use patterns and the field of applied linguistics.

Liu et al. proposed an unsupervised word alignment method for a manually aligned
Chinese-English parallel corpus, which contains approximately 40,000 sentence pairs [9]
(https://nlp.csai.tsinghua.edu.cn/~ly/systems/TsinghuaAligner/TsinghuaAligner.html
(accessed on 10 November 2022)). The proposed method’s effectiveness in aligning words
between Chinese and English languages was demonstrated using this corpus.

Tiedemann established a vast collection of parallel corpora, OPUS [10], which encom-
passes over 200 languages and dialects. This corpus comprises roughly 3.2 billion sentences
and sentence fragments representing over 28 billion tokens and draws data from various
sources and domains. The data within OPUS can be conveniently downloaded in a uniform
data format, facilitating their use in research.

The ASPEC-JC corpus was curated by means of manual translation of Japanese scien-
tific articles into Chinese, with the articles being either under the ownership of the Japan
Science and Technology Agency (JST) or preserved in Japan’s largest electronic platform
for academic journals (J-STAGE) [11].

The utilization of alternative translations in subtitle translation has been underex-
plored. To address this issue, Tiedemann proposed a methodology that leverages time-
based alignment and lexical resynchronization techniques in combination with BLEU score
metrics to categorize substitute translation versions into groups, employing the measures
of edit distance and heuristics [12]. The implementation of this approach resulted in a
substantial number of sentence-aligned translation alternatives, providing a solution to
the challenges posed by spelling errors, incomplete or corrupted data files, or misaligned
subtitles in the corpus of subtitles.

Wee et al. conducted research on the impact of dialogue-specific aspects, such as dialog
acts, speaker, gender, and text register, and the impact of fictional dialogues on the efficacy
of machine translation systems was assessed [13]. They constructed and published a corpus
of multilingual movie dialogues and found that the BLEU values between categories were
significantly larger than expected. As a result of this, it was hypothesized and demonstrated
that adapting machine translation systems to dialogue acts and text registers could enhance
their performance when translating fictional dialogue.

A significant amount of conversational data is necessary for the training and optimiza-
tion of neural models used for dialogue generation, which are often obtained from chat
forums or movie subtitles. However, these data can sometimes lack multiple references,
making them difficult to utilize. To address this challenge, Lison et al. put forward a
weighting model with the aim of enhancing the effectiveness of neural conversational
models, as shown through evaluation with unsupervised metrics [14].

Wang et al. presented a new de-duplication algorithm for web pages, which utilizes
TF-IDF and the distance of word vectors to enhance the performance of web page de-
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duplication during the construction of a corpus of semantically annotated natural language
via a cloud-based service infrastructure [15].

Levshina conducted a quantitative analysis of online film subtitles, considering them
as a separate mode of communication [16]. The study contrasted movie subtitles translated
into English from other languages with two prominent English language corpora repre-
senting spoken and written language—British and American English. The findings of this
study, based on an analysis of n-gram frequencies, indicated that the subtitles were not
significantly dissimilar from other variants of the English language, closely resembling
informal spoken language in both forms of English used in the United Kingdom and
the United States. Additionally, the language used in subtitles was observed to be more
emotionally charged and expressive when compared with typical conversations.

Love et al. created the Spoken British National Corpus 2014, a comprehensive collec-
tion of 11.5 million words of conversational British English spoken by native speakers from
various regions of the UK [17]. The paper highlights the crucial steps involved in creating
the corpus, with a particular emphasis on ensuring the sensitivity of the data collection
process and implementing innovative techniques.

In English for Specific Purposes (ESP) education, a corpus provides a wealth of
examples for students and can assist in guiding them toward the right texts that fit their
specific needs. Chen et al. investigated the challenges and solutions in creating a corpus
for ESP, with the aim of transforming traditional teaching methods into a student-centered
approach to learning [18].

The OpenSubtitles2018 corpus was a rich resource for multilingual parallel movie
subtitle data, comprising 3.7 million subtitles across 60 different languages [19,20]. To
improve the alignment quality, the authors proposed a sophisticated regression model and
employed its scores to filter the parallel corpus, thus effectively eliminating low-quality
alignment results. This approach improved the overall quality of the corpus, making it an
even more valuable resource for cross-linguistic studies and machine translation research.

In order to meet the needs of various biomedical research, Ren et al. developed a pre-
cision medicine corpus that stores a more comprehensive collection of medical knowledge,
enriching the biomedical corpus and promoting research in the field of biomedical text
mining [21].

Davies presented the creation and utilization of the television shows and movies
corpora, both of which are available at English-Corpora.org [22]. The television shows
corpus consists of a collection of 75,000 episodes’ subtitles. The subtitles cover a time span
ranging from the 1950s to the 2010s and were obtained from 6 English-speaking countries,
totaling 325 million words. The movies corpus contains subtitles from 25,000 motion
pictures, covering 200 million words in the same 6 countries and time period. These corpora
provide a unique opportunity to compare very informal language from different periods.

Doi et al. devised an innovative and extensive corpus for English-Japanese simulta-
neous interpretation (SI) and compared it to offline translation [23]. They analyzed the
differences in terms of latency, quality, and word order. The results showed that the data
from experienced interpreters were of better quality and that a larger latency negatively
impacted the quality of the corpus.

Meftah et al. created the King Saud University Emotions (KSUEmotions) corpus, the
inaugural Arabic emotion corpus accessible to the public, which encompasses emotional
speeches from speakers originating from Syria, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen [24]. The corpus
consists of emotions such as neutral, joy, sorrow, astonishment, and rage. The authors
conducted a significant number of validation experiments to assess the corpus.

Xu emphasized the crucial role that big data crawl-based language-networked corpora
now play in practical applications and language research [25]. The research emphasized
that the utilization of linguistic databases has evolved into an essential research tool across
all domains of language research, proving indispensable for natural language researchers,
lexicographers, and language scientists alike.
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Duszkin et al. presented the design principles of 10 parallel pair translation corpora
and the parallel CLARIN-PL corpus of the Slavic and Baltic languages [26]. These corpora
possess unique features, including resource selection, preprocessing, manual sentence-level
segmentation, lemmatization, annotation, and metadata, which were constructed based on
these design principles. The paper highlighted the importance of well-designed corpora in
facilitating and advancing language research.

Liu et al. constructed a comprehensive spoken English corpus, the Spoken BNC2014,
which contains 11.5 million words of conversational data collected from native British
English speakers across the UK [27]. As one of the UK’s largest spoken English corpora,
this corpus is a valuable resource for linguistic work and natural language processing.

Using Mark Davies’ mega-corpora, Ha’s study examined the lexical profile of infor-
mal spoken English [28]. The findings indicated that vocabulary knowledge at the 3000
and 5000 word frequency levels was required to comprehend 95% and 98% of the words in
general scripted dialogues, respectively. The research revealed that soap operas demand
less vocabulary than TV shows and movies.

Additionally, previous research has extensively cited a multitude of relevant studies [1].
For the purposes of organization and clarity, these studies have been sorted chronolog-

ically. A summarized table (Table 1) is also provided to categorize the related works based
on three aspects: (1) spoken corpus; (2) corpus construction; and (3) corpus applications.

Table 1. Summary of related previous studies.

Classification Related Previous Studies

Spoken corpus [2,4–6,8,12–14,27,28]

Corpus construction [3,10,11,16–24,26]

Corpus applications [7,9,15,25]

The prior research has highlighted the crucial significance of spoken corpora, corpus con-
struction, and their applications in driving forward the field of NLP. These insights motivated
us to create a Japanese-Chinese spoken language corpus for NMT, which can have significant
practical implications for overcoming the challenge of limited corpus resources.

3. Building of the Japanese-Chinese Spoken Language Corpus

The corpus we aim to build, WCC-JC 2.0, comprises dual-language subtitles in
Japanese and Chinese, much like its predecessor, WCC-JC 1.0. In this section, we delve into
the rationale behind our decision to utilize manual alignment in the construction of the
corpus as well as provide a comprehensive overview of the steps involved in the corpus
construction process. Furthermore, we outline the major challenges encountered during
the alignment phase.

3.1. Why Manual Alignment

There are six primary reasons that we chose manual alignment for our
corpus construction:

1. File format problems: Some of the subtitle files are not in ASS format but rather in
SRT format, which lacks certain information such as keywords. As a result, these files
could not be processed by the code program and required manual alignment.

2. Special effects lyrics problems: Due to the dynamic effect, lyric subtitles are marked
character by character, and there may not be a one-to-one correspondence between the
number of words in the Chinese and Japanese sentences. Deleting all sentences within
two characters could impact the quality of the spoken language data. As shown in
Table 2, the subtitles give each character in this lyric a special effect, including position
and color. It is difficult to extract the content of a lyric because it is too complex in
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the subtitle files. Due to these factors, the song lyrics required manual extraction
and alignment.

3. Mistranslation problems: As indicated in Table 3, it is evident that there are mistrans-
lations present in the subtitle text, as seen in the incorrect positioning of the upper
and lower sentences. This issue is not unique to this work and is present in all similar
subtitle texts. Therefore, manual alignment of the subtitle content is necessary for
accurate error correction.

4. Keyword problems when extracting: The wrong positioning of keywords in the
subtitle file presents a challenge in proper language recognition. As a result, manual
extraction of subtitle content is required to ensure accurate translation. The keyword
“Default” serves as a prime example of this issue, as it is unable to be properly
distinguished as either Japanese or Chinese by the program. To correct these errors,
manual alignment of the subtitle content is necessary.

5. One-to-many and many-to-one problems: The absence of punctuation marks in sub-
title files presents a challenge for sentence alignment techniques. As evidenced by
Table 4, where the Chinese subtitle text consists of three sentences while the cor-
responding Japanese subtitle text consists of four sentences, manual alignment is
necessary. The aforementioned sentence underscores the insufficiency of solely de-
pending on previous sentence alignment research outcomes for subtitle files, thereby
necessitating a manual approach to ensure precise alignment of the subtitle content.

6. Timeline problems: The subtitle files may also contain timeline errors, where the data
are flawed and cannot be aligned correctly by the code program. As demonstrated
in Table 5, the Chinese and Japanese timelines did not match. Manual alignment
is deemed necessary in such instances to rectify any errors. Timeline errors pose a
significant challenge to the automatic alignment of subtitle content and call for manual
intervention to ensure accuracy.

Table 2. Examples of special effects lyric subtitles.

Chinese Lyric Subtitles with Special Effects.
English Translation: This is the time for change.

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(758,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&此

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(812,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&刻

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(865,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&正

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(919,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&是

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(960,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1001,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&改

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1055,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&变

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1108,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&之

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPCN„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1162,1041)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H152BC9,H49BFFC,H152BC9,H49BFFC)\3c&HFFFFFF&际
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Table 2. Cont.

Japanese Lyrics Subtitles with Special Effects.

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(746,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&今

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(800,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&こ

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(853,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&そ

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(907,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(960,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&変

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1014,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&わ

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1067,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&る

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1121,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&と

Dialogue: 0,0:01:40.76,0:01:42.66,OPJP„0,0,0,fx,\an5\pos(1174,981)\fscx100\fscy100\bord3\blur0
\1vc(H873235,HCB8D58,H873235,HCB8D58)\3c&HFFFFFF&き

Table 3. Examples of mistranslations.

Chinese Subtitle Text Japanese Subtitle Text

银色魔术师 Sliver Heart
English Translation: Silver Magician Sliver Heart 今宵も華麗に見参

今晚也华丽登场了
English Translation: Gorgeous show tonight too 銀の魔術師シルバーハートじゃ

Table 4. Examples of one-to-many and many-to-one errors.

Chinese Subtitle Text Japanese Subtitle Text

原来你们触犯了禁忌吧
English translation: So, you have broken the taboo,
right?

そうかお前ら

你们触犯了人体炼成这一炼金术最大的禁忌
English Translation: You have violated the greatest
taboo of alchemy: human alchemy

禁忌を犯したな

阿尔阿尔冯斯
English Translation: Al Alphonse 錬金術師最大の禁忌人体錬成をやったんだな

アルアルフォンス

Table 5. Examples of timeline errors. The timeline has been bolded.

Chinese Subtitles Japanese Subtitles

Dialogue: 0,0:03:47.81,0:03:50.03,*Default,
NTP,0000,0000,0000„索敌系统捕捉到敌人
English Translation: Solicitor system captures the en-
emy

Dialogue: 0,0:03:47.74,0:03:49.69,*Default,
NTP,0000,0000,0000„索敵システムが敵を捕捉

Dialogue: 0,0:03:53.55,0:03:55.47,*Default,
NTP,0000,0000,0000„后方有大型舰船
English Translation: Large ships in the rear

Dialogue: 0,0:03:53.57,0:03:55.17,*Default,
NTP,0000,0000,0000„後方に大型艦艇

Despite the challenges posed by the inaccuracies and complexities of subtitle files,
manual alignment was deemed the most suitable approach for building a high-quality
Japanese-Chinese parallel corpus. This decision was based on our previous experience and
the recognition of the limitations of existing methods in effectively addressing the various
issues present in the subtitle data. The manual alignment process ensures the attainment of
a high-quality parallel corpus, as demonstrated in our results.
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3.2. Web Crawling

During the construction period, in line with the practice of WCC-JC 1.0, we employed
Scrapy (https://scrapy.org/ (accessed on 15 October 2022)) to acquire subtitle files from
websites (http://assrt.net/ and https://bbs.acgrip.com/(both accessed on 10 June 2022)).
These websites contain a large number of bilingual subtitle files of TV series, animation,
movies, and other media types. In addition, since some subtitle files were not directly
available for download and had to be extracted from MKV video files, we downloaded a
large number of MKV video files from one website (https://subs.kamigami.org/(accessed
on 10 June 2022)) and extracted the subtitle Advanced SubStation Alpha (ASS) files from
the MKV video files with SubtitleEdit software (https://github.com/SubtitleEdit (accessed
on 10 June 2022)). This approach allowed us to gather a substantial amount of data for the
WCC-JC 2.0 construction project.

3.3. Extraction of Bilingual Sentences

During the construction of WCC-JC 2.0, the majority of subtitle files acquired were
in ASS format. As with the subsection of the same name in our previous paper [1], the
extraction of subtitle content was performed. It will not be repeated here, and it should be
noted that we added the extraction of the song OP and ED this time, a part that was not
carried out in the previous study.

The raw parallel corpus was then preprocessed by converting traditional Chinese
symbols to simplified Chinese symbols and standardizing Japanese katakana characters to
full-width format using the zenhan library (https://pypi.org/project/zenhan/ (accessed
on 10 October 2022)).

3.4. Manual Alignment

After preprocessing the text data, we began the manual alignment process in August
2020 and continued it until November 2022. We used Excel to make the alignment work
easier and more efficient. The manual alignment process was a time-consuming and
demanding task, but we persisted and were patient, resulting in the processing of more
than 1.8 million sentence pairs, as shown in Figure 1. The texts were then sorted, and
duplicate sentence pairs were removed to obtain a filtered parallel corpus, which consisted
of approximately 1.4 million sentence pairs.

https://scrapy.org/
http://assrt.net/
https://bbs.acgrip.com/
https://subs.kamigami.org/
https://github.com/SubtitleEdit
https://pypi.org/project/zenhan/
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ASS FILES ASS FILES ASS FILES
...

2020 Aug. 2020 Sep. 2022 Nov.

XLSX FILES XLSX FILES XLSX FILES

Initial pairs (> 1.8M) Final set (1.4M)

Figure 1. The timeline of manually aligning WCC-JC 2.0.

3.5. Corpus Segmentation

In conclusion, the final step of our corpus construction process involved randomly
selecting a portion of the filtered parallel corpus for use as development and test sets. In
accordance with established practices for constructing NMT parallel corpora, we chose to
randomly extract 2000 sentence pairs of at least 10 characters each from the filtered corpus
to serve as the development and test sets, with the remainder serving as the training set.

Figure 2 shows all of the process of building the WCC-JC 2.0 corpus, and it is sep-
arated into four main steps: (1) web crawling; (2) extraction; (3) manual alignment; and
(4) corpus segmentation. The procedures described in Sections 3.2–3.5 encompass the
aforementioned steps.

Web Crawling

Extraction
(Including the lyrics) Manual Alignment Corpus SegmentationUse Scrapy and 

SubtitleEdit

Raw Text Raw Parallel Corpus Filtered Parallel Corpus WCC-JC 2.0

Section 3.2 Section 3.3 Section 3.4 Section 3.5

Figure 2. The main steps to build the corpus from the raw subtitle files.

The tabular data in Table 6 display the quantity of sentences contained in three distinct
corpora: ASPEC-JC [11], OpenSubtitles [19], and the newly constructed corpus WCC-JC 2.0.

For the data with storage capacity in Table 6, ASPEC-JC >WCC-JC 2.0 > OpenSubtitles.
The underlying cause for this discrepancy can be attributed to the varying sentence lengths
in the different corpora. As shown in Figure 3, the distribution of sentence length in the
WCC-JC 2.0 corpus reveals that, on average, Chinese and Japanese sentences in WCC-JC
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2.0 have lengths of 11.69 and 15.02 characters, respectively. This can be attributed to the
fact that WCC-JC 2.0 consists of spoken subtitles, which are generally shorter in nature.
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Figure 3. Sentence length distribution for WCC-JC 2.0. The length of more than 60 characters is
exceeded by 5 Chinese sentences and 73 Japanese sentences.

Table 6. An elaborate account of the bilingual corpora in Japanese and Chinese.

Contents Number of Chinese and Japanese Bilingual Sentences
ASPEC-JC (184.8 MB) OpenSubtitles (72.4 MB) WCC-JC 2.0 (101.1 MB)

Training set 672,315 1,087,295 1,398,441

Development set 2090 2000 2000

Test set 2107 2000 2000

The WCC-JC 1.0 and WCC-JC 2.0 corpora were created using different methods, with
WCC-JC 1.0 being generated through automatic crawling and WCC-JC 2.0 created through
manual alignment. In order to achieve optimal translation results, the training data from
WCC-JC 1.0 and WCC-JC 2.0 were merged, and duplicates were removed, as described in
Section 4.2.2.

4. Experiment and Evaluation

To verify the effectiveness of the corpus, a series of comparative experiments was
carried out. The NMT system used in the experiments was configured as described in
Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, the BLEU scores were calculated for ASPEC-JC, OpenSubtitles,
and the newly constructed corpus using their respective NMT models. Furthermore, we
manually evaluated the translation results of the test data W using JPO scores.

Previous studies on Japanese-Chinese translation have indicated that the character
level and transformer models are the most effective models [1]. As a result, we opted to
employ the character level and transformer models in our subsequent experiments.

4.1. Configuration of the NMT System

In our subsequent experiments, we employed Fairseq [29] to train our model. We
utilized the predefined transformer-iwslt-de-en [30] architecture provided by Fairseq. This
architecture comprises six encoder layers and six decoder layers, each equipped with
eight encoder attention heads. The NMT model employed in this study was based on the
transformer architecture, with an embedding dimensionality of 512. In order to ensure
comparability, we maintained the other hyperparameters to be consistent with prior studies,
including a dropout probability of 0.1, the Adam optimizer with beta coefficients set to
0.9 and 0.98, a learning rate of 1 × 10−7, a maximum sequence length of 4096 tokens,
a maximum number of 150,000 updates, and a batch size of 128. During inference, a
beam search with a width of five was employed to generate translation outputs. Japanese
and Chinese sentences were tokenized using MeCab (http://taku910.github.io/mecab

http://taku910.github.io/mecab
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(accessed on 10 October 2022)) for Japanese and Jieba (http://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
(accessed on 10 October 2022)) for Chinese, respectively, as they are written without spaces.

One frequently used metric for evaluating the quality of machine-translated text is
the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score [31]. To compute the BLEU scores for
our experiments, we utilized the “fairseq-score” command, which conducted word-level
evaluation after word segmentation.

4.2. Evaluation

For the manual evaluation stage, we enlisted the expertise of native Chinese and
Japanese speakers. The Chinese evaluators were individuals who held a master’s degree or
higher and had studied in Japan, in addition to passing the Japanese Language Proficiency
Test (JLPT) at the N2 level or higher.

4.2.1. Evaluation of Translation Results

In addition to the alignment evaluation, we further assessed the quality of the transla-
tions produced by the WCC-JC 2.0 corpus. Our assessors employed the adequacy criterion
of the Japanese Patent Office (JPO) to appraise the extent of content transference in the
translations. The JPO criteria provides a five-point scale, where five represents the best
score and one represents the worst score (https://www.jpo.go.jp/system/laws/sesaku/
kikaihonyaku/tokkyohonyaku_hyouka.html (accessed on 10 October 2022)). The JPO
adequacy criterion is outlined in Table 7 and is also demonstrated in Section 4.2.2.

Table 7. The specificities of the JPO adequacy criterion.

Scores Grading Criteria

5 All of the crucial information has been correctly transmitted. (100%)

4 Nearly all of the important information has been correctly transmitted. (80∼100%)

3 Over half of the crucial information has been correctly transmitted. (50∼80%)

2 A portion of the important information has been correctly transmitted. (20∼50%)

1 Almost none of the important information has been correctly transmitted. (∼20%)

4.2.2. Machine Translation Performance Evaluation, Manual Evaluation Results,
and Analysis

In Tables 8 and 9, the test data from ASPEC-JC are designated as “A”, the test data
from OpenSubtitles are “O”, and the test data of the previous version of WCC-JC, WCC-JC
1.0, are referred to as “W 1.0”. To evaluate the generalization capability of the translation
models, we also included the test data from the updated WCC-JC 2.0, which are referred
to as “W 2.0”. Finally, “WCC-JC 1.0 + 2.0” represents the merged and de-duplicated
training data from both WCC-JC 1.0 and WCC-JC 2.0. The transformer model, which is
a preconfigured architecture provided by Fairseq, specifically the transformer-iwslt-de-
en variant, shall henceforth be referred to as “Transformer” for the sake of brevity and
convenience in our exposition.

Based on the results presented in Tables 8 and 9, it can be concluded that the training
data of WCC-JC 1.0 + 2.0 were found to produce the best results for all test data (with
the exception of the ASPEC-JC test data A), followed by WCC-JC 2.0. This superiority is
attributed to the notable increase in the number of sentence pairs in WCC-JC 2.0, as well
as the mismatch between the content of scientific papers in ASPEC-JC and the content of
spoken language texts.

http://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
https://www.jpo.go.jp/system/laws/sesaku/kikaihonyaku/tokkyohonyaku_hyouka.html
https://www.jpo.go.jp/system/laws/sesaku/kikaihonyaku/tokkyohonyaku_hyouka.html
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Table 8. Results of Japanese→Chinese translation experiments at character level (BLEU scores).

Data\Method Character Level
Transformer

Test data→ A O W 1.0 W 2.0

ASPEC-JC 34.5 1.2 3.2 3.5
OpenSubtitles 0 2.1 0 0.6
WCC-JC 1.0 3.2 3.9 15.9 13.4
WCC-JC 2.0 6.0 4.3 18.3 18.1

WCC-JC 1.0+2.0 6.5 4.6 20.2 22.8

Table 9. Results of Chinese→Japanese translation experiments at character level (BLEU scores).

Data\Method Character Level
Transformer

Test data→ A O W 1.0 W 2.0

ASPEC-JC 44.8 1.7 4.2 3.7
OpenSubtitles 0.1 4.0 2.3 2.0
WCC-JC 1.0 3.5 3.9 17.1 14.0
WCC-JC 2.0 5.0 4.3 20.0 20.0

WCC-JC 1.0+2.0 5.6 4.3 21.1 22.9

The results indicate that WCC-JC 2.0 and WCC-JC 1.0 + 2.0 achieved BLEU scores
above 20 on the W 1.0 and W 2.0 test data, demonstrating the quality of WCC-JC 2.0 as
a corpus of spoken language while taking into account that spoken language sentences
inherently have multiple interpretations (with multiple translations). These results also
highlight the generalizability of WCC-JC 2.0 to test data from other corpora.

It is worth noting that the best BLEU values obtained by WCC-JC 2.0 were significantly
higher compared with those of WCC-JC 1.0. This suggests that WCC-JC 2.0 is a more
advanced corpus than WCC-JC 1.0 and is thus ready for practical applications.

For the WCC-JC 1.0 + 2.0 test data, W 2.0, the highest BLEU scores of 22.8 and 22.9
were achieved in the Japanese-to-Chinese (J→C) and Chinese-to-Japanese (C→J) language
pairs, respectively. To further evaluate the translation results of the W 2.0 test data, a
manual evaluation was performed using the JPO scores. Figures 4 and 5 present the results
of the manual evaluation for the J→C and C→J language pairs, respectively.

A (3.95) B (4.03) C (4.05)
5 42.23% 40.58% 43.05%
4 27.08% 27.45% 23.23%
3 15.90% 28.18% 30.45%
2 13.05% 2.00% 1.90%
1 1.75% 1.80% 1.38%

42.23% 40.58% 43.05%

27.08% 27.45% 23.23%

15.90%
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Figure 4. Manual evaluation outcomes for Japanese→Chinese translations.
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A (4.07) B (4.12) C (4.14)
5 45.60% 47.53% 47.60%
4 23.15% 23.65% 25.60%
3 25.80% 23.60% 21.33%
2 3.58% 3.40% 4.20%
1 1.88% 1.83% 1.28%

45.60% 47.53% 47.60%
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25.80% 23.60% 21.33%

3.58% 3.40% 4.20%
1.88% 1.83% 1.28%
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Figure 5. Manual evaluation outcomes for Chinese→Japanese translations.

We carried out the manual evaluations of the translation outputs for both the J→C
and C→J directions using the W 2.0 test set of WCC-JC 1.0 + 2.0. Three groups, labeled as
A, B, and C, were established, with each group consisting of two evaluators. The criteria
for evaluation were detailed in Section 4.2.1. Table 10 presents the individual evaluations
of each evaluator.

Table 10. Details of the human evaluators involved in the study.

Group A Group B Group C

Age 33 26 34 30 29 34

Gender Male Male Female Male Female Male

Profession Laboratory
Researcher

Doctoral
Student

Assistant
Professor

Doctoral
Student

Publisher’s
Personnel

Assistant
Professor

Proficiency Levels in Chinese and Japanese Outstanding Experienced Outstanding Experienced Experienced Outstanding

The average values were calculated and denoted as numerical values in parentheses
following the group names. The JPO scores averaged across the J→C and C→J experiments
were 3.95, 4.03, and 4.05 as well as 4.07, 4.12, and 4.14, respectively. The bar chart indicates
that group C achieved slightly higher scores compared with the other groups, as reflected
by the percentage of evaluation values for each group. The results of the manual evaluation
indicated relatively good translation performance.

5. Publication of Datasets and Copyright Regulations

The acquisition and dissemination of data extracted from the internet presents the
issue of potential copyright infringement, as such data may contain copyrighted works
belonging to others. Our previous study addressed related copyright concerns.

We have sought advice from professional legal experts and have determined that
WCC-JC 2.0 is compliant with the copyright regulations of both China and Japan.

6. Conclusions

The WCC-JC 2.0 corpus presented in this study is a significant contribution to the field
of Japanese-Chinese spoken language corpora. The corpus, which comprises approximately
1.4 million sentence pairs of Japanese-Chinese bilingual data, was constructed through a
large-scale collection of Japanese-Chinese bilingual sentences from subtitles and subsequent
manual alignment. The WCC-JC 2.0 corpus is distinguished by its large size and public
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accessibility, making it one of the most extensive Japanese-Chinese bilingual corpora
available. Additionally, its uniqueness stems from its focus on spoken language data,
which are primarily derived from subtitle files.

The effectiveness of the WCC-JC 2.0 corpus was evaluated through Japanese-Chinese
translation experiments and manual evaluations. Future work will focus on unifying
the WCC-JC series of corpora and exploring data augmentation techniques, which could
further enhance the quality of the corpus and provide more opportunities for research
in the field. The WCC-JC 2.0 corpus and the advancements made in this study have the
potential to significantly reduce the knowledge gap in Japanese-Chinese NMT and further
drive the development of this field.
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